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Abstract
In this work discussed is how such anomalous non-perturbative properties of quark gluon
plasma recently discovered in RHIC experiment can be related to the scalar and pseu-
doscalar glueballs. It is shown that scalar glueball stays to be massive above the de-
confinement temperature, Tc, but pseudoscalar glueball becomes massless from Tc. It is
demonstrated that the mass difference between scalar and pseudoscalar glueballs gives
rise to the change of sign of the gluon condensate at T ≈ Tc in the pure SU(3)c gauge
theory. Coupling of the pseudoscalar glueball to light quarks in QGP is estimated.
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The results obtained recently at RHIC suggest the formation of an unexpected phase of
nuclear matter, i.e. the strongly interacting quark-gluon plasma, in high energy heavy ion
collision [1], [2]. The origin of such phase might be related to the survival of some strong
non-perturbative QCD effects above the deconfinement temperature (see, for example, [3],
[4]). This conjecture is supported by the lattice results, [5], which show that for the pure
SU(3)c theory gluon condensate changes its sign and remains to be large till very high
temperature as the system crosses over the deconfinement temperature 1. This behavior
of gluon condensate forms a clear contrast to that of quark which vanishes at the decon-
finement transition [7]. Therefore, it is evident that the gluonic effect plays the leading
role in the dynamic of quark-gluon plasma (QGP) above the deconfinement temperature
and may give the clue to understand anomalous properties of matter produced at RHIC.
On the other hand, it is well known that the gluon condensate plays the crucial role
in the scalar and pseudoscalar glueball dynamics at zero temperature [8], [9], [10]. In
particular, their mass scales are fixed by the value of gluon condensate. Therefore, the
change of the structure of QCD vacuum at T > Tc should lead to the strong modification of
the properties of scalar and pseudoscalar glueballs above the deconfinement temperature.
Some possible signatures of the change of properties of scalar glueball in QGP have been
discussed in the recent papers by Vento [11].
In this Letter we consider the change of scalar and pseudoscalar glueball masses in
QGP by using an effective non-local glueball-gluon interaction. We show that above Tc
the pseudoscalar glueball mass vanishes, which leads to the change of sign of the gluon
condensate in QGP. A large value of the coupling of glueball and light quarks is obtained
within the instanton model for QCD vacuum.
2 Glueball-gluon interaction and glueball masses
In [12] the effective scalar and pseudoscalar glueball interaction with gluons has been















αβ/2. It has the following form
LGgg =
b0













where S and P are operators of scalar and pseudoscalar glueball fields, respectively, b0 =
11Nc/3 for pure SU(3)c, ξ ≈ 1 is the parameter of the violation of S−P symmetry
2, and
< s > is the nonvanishing expectation value of scalar glueball field, which is related to
1In the full QCD there is a shift of temperature where the sign change of the gluon condensate is
taking place [5], [6].
2It can be shown within instanton model for QCD vacuum that the effective scalar and pseudoscalar
couplings in Eq.7 should be identical due to the self-duality of instanton field.
1
the gluon condensate < g2G2 > and the mass of scalar glueball MS at zero temperature




< g2G2 > . (3)






< g2G2 >, (4)
where fS is the residue
fSM
2
S =< 0|JS|S > . (5)


















where the possible difference of couplings between scalar and pseudoscalar glueball has
been neglected in the light of the Peccei-Quinn mechanism [14] related this dual gluonic
S-P symmetry to UA(1) quark symmetry (see discussion in [12]).
We should mention that the effective gluon-glueball interaction, Eq.7, is analogous to




(q¯qσ + iq¯γ5~τq~π). (8)
This interaction is widely used in hadron spectroscopy and in the study of QGP effects
[15]. The effective mass of glueball at T > Tc for pure SU(3)c can be calculated by
b)
< g ² G ² > S,P
a)
S,PS,P
Figure 1: The contribution to the glueball mass, a), and the contribution to gluon
condensate, b).
considering the contribution of the diagram presented in Fig.1a to the mass operator





















where mg(T ) is thermal mass of gluon, k1 = p + k, k2 = k, and function Fcut provides












in the spirit of instanton based non-local quark-meson vertex [16], [17], [15]. In the Eq.9
numerator for the cases of scalar and pseudoscalar glueballs is








We will define the effective mass of the glueball as a static infrared limit of mass operator
m2S,P = ΠS,P (p
2 → 0). (12)














M2P (T ) = 0 (13)
for T > Tc. Most remarkable result of Eq.13 is the vanishing of the pseudoscalar glueball
mass at T > Tc due to the interaction Eq.7. We should point out that below Tc one
can expect that the glueball interaction with gluons has no such a simple form because
confinement forces should also be included in the consideration. The zero effective mass
of the pseudoscalar glueball in QGP follows from the specific Lorenz structure of pseu-
doscalar glueball-gluon interaction, Eq.7, and, therefore, this result is genuinely model
independent. In contrast to the pseudoscalar glueball, the scalar glueball remains rather
massive at T > Tc. The temperature dependency of glueball masses is presented in the
Fig.2. In the region 0 < T < Tc we assume that values of glueball masses are equal to
their zero temperature values. This assumption can be justified by the observation of very
small change of the gluon condensate in this interval produced in lattice calculations [5],
[7]. The value of residue fS = 0.35 GeV has been fixed from Eq.4 by using < g
2G2 >≈ 0.5
GeV4 for the value of gluon condensate at zero temperature [18] and value of scalar glue-
ball mass MS(0) ≈ 1.7 GeV from quenched lattice results [19]. We use also the recent
lattice results for thermal mass of gluons above deconfinement temperature, Tc < T < 2Tc
[20]
mg(T ) ≈ 3T, (14)
αs ≈ 0.5 and value of the deconfinement temperature for pure SU(3)c, Tc ≈ 270 MeV
[21]. For the cut-off parameter Λ in Euclidean space in Eq.10, the value Λ ≈ 1/MS(0) has
been taken 3. We should point out that at Tc < T < 2Tc, the mass of scalar glueball is
large, MS(T ) >> T , therefore, one can not expect significant contribution of this glueball
to the bulk properties of QGP in this range of temperatures. On the other hand, the
massless pseudoscalar glueball should play an important role in the thermodynamics of
QGP at T > Tc.
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Figure 2: The solid (dotted) line is the temperature dependence of scalar (pseudoscalar)
glueball mass.
3 Gluon condensate
The contribution of glueballs to the gluon condensate in the lowest order of the effective
coupling constant is presented in Fig.1b. The result of calculation is














dyΦS,P (t, x, y), (15)
where
ΦS(t, x, y) =
ty2(1− x)
(1 + y)6(t(1 + y)2 +m2g(T )Λ
2)
(3t(1 + y)2 + t3x4y4 + 5t2x2y2(1 + y))
× exp[−
t(1 + y(1 + x) + y2x(1− x))
1 + y
− yxMS(T )
2Λ2 − y(1− x)m2g(T )Λ
2]
ΦP (t, x, y) = −
ty2(1− x)
(1 + y)5(t(1 + y)2 +m2g(T )Λ
2)
(3t(1 + y) + t2x2y2)
× exp[−
t(1 + y(1 + x) + y2x(1− x))
1 + y
− yxMP (T )
2Λ2 − y(1− x)m2g(T )Λ
2]
In Fig.3 the dependency of the gluon condensate on temperature for Tc < T < 2Tc is
shown. At zero temperature by using Eq.15 we have got the following values of conden-
sates
< g2G2(0) >total = 0.47GeV
4, < g2G2(0) >S= 1.31GeV
4,
< g2G2(0) >P = −0.84GeV
4, (16)
where we use the quenching result MP = 2.6 GeV for the mass of pseudoscalar glueball at
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Figure 3: The temperature dependency of the gluon condensate at T > Tc. The solid
line is total condensate, the dashed (dotted) line is the scalar (pseudoscalar) glueball
contributions.
is positive and pseudoscalar glueball contribution is negative. Total gluon condensate
strongly depends on the masses of glueballs. Note that its value at zero temperature
is in agreement with QCD sum rule result [18]. We should mention that the positivity
of total condensate at low temperature follows from inequality MP > MS which is vio-
lated at T > Tc. It is evident from Fig.3, that just above Tc the negative contribution
of massless pseudoscalar glueball to gluon condensate is greater than the positive con-
tribution coming from massive scalar glueball and this is a reason of change of the sign
of gluon condensate above the deconfinement temperature in our model based on effec-
tive glueball-gluon interaction Eq.7. Unfortunately the direct comparison of our result
with lattice data [5] is not possible due to the necessity of the careful subtraction of the
perturbative contribution to < g2G2(T ) > from the data 4. We would like to emphasize
that in our calculation the effective dimensionless coupling for interaction Eq.7 is very




2) << 1, due to factor 1/(16π2) which is related to the loop
momentum integration for the diagrams presented in Fig.1. Therefore, one can safely
neglect high order corrections coming from effective interaction Eq.7.
4 Coupling of pseudoscalar glueball to light quarks
It has been shown in previous sections that the coupling of pseudoscalar glueball to
gluons leads to the vanishing of its mass above Tc and therefore this glueball should play
an important role in the dynamics of QGP. In this respect one of important questions
is related to the value of couplings of such particles to light quark at T > Tc. Within
instanton model for QCD vacuum [16] this coupling is presented by diagram pictured






Figure 4: The coupling of pseudoscalar glue-
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Figure 5: The coupling of pseudoscalar glue-
ball to light quark as a function of momen-
tum transfer for two different temperatures.
The non-perturbative coupling of glueball with light quark can be obtained by using

















+ (R↔ L), (17)
where n(ρ) is the instanton density quark mass, U is the orientation matrix of the instan-






















where neff ≈ 1/2 fm
−4, ρc ≈ 1/3 fm.


























where −p2 is momentum transfer in pseudoscalar glueball-quark vertex. This coupling
is vanishing at zero momentum transfer p2 → 0. However, one can not expect our one-
instanton approximation given by Eq.21 should provide the correct answer for the coupling
in the region p2 < 1/ρ2c , because there might be a large additional multiinstanton contri-
bution. In Fig.5. the value of effective coupling at p2 > 1/ρ2c is presented for T = Tc and
T = 2Tc. The coupling is very large and is the same order as the pion coupling with light
quarks gpi0qq ≈ 3/5gpi0NN ≈ 8. We should mention that in spite of this large coupling,
in the case of zero temperature the contribution of pseudoscalar glueball exchange to the
quark-quark interaction should be small due to very large mass of the glueball. However,
the situation is quite different in QGP where the mass of this glueball vanishes. In this
case the large coupling of this particle to the light quarks can lead to the appearance of
the very light meson states at T ≈ Tc in spirit of the recent papers [23].
5 Conclusion
In summary, we consider the properties of scalar and pseudoscalar glueballs in quark-gluon
plasma. In the effective Lagrangian approach, based on the low-energy QCD theorems, it
is shown that scalar glueball remains massive above deconfinement temperature. At the
same time, pseudoscalar glueball changes its properties in QGP in a drastic way. Indeed,
this glueball become massless at T > Tc and therefore it can contribute strongly to the
bulk properties of QGP. We demonstrate that the disappearance of pseudoscalar glueball
mass above the deconfinement temperature gives the rise to the sign change of the gluon
condensate in the pure SU(3)c gauge theory as observed in the lattice calculations at
T ≈ Tc. The estimation of the value of coupling of pseudoscalar glueball to light quarks
in QGP is derived. It is shown that this value is rather large. Therefore, one might expect
that the role of very light pseudoscalar glueball in QGP must be quite similar to the role
played by the massless pion in nuclear matter below deconfinement temperature.
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